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What’s flying
around….
Improving on Genesis
Guest Editorial: YFBTA member Jim Huziak

Genesis 1: 3And God said, “Let there be light,” and
there was light. 4 And God saw that the light was
good. And God separated the light from the
darkness.
All life on this planet has evolved with biological
rhythms adapted to regular day, night and seasons.
Whether diurnal (daytime) species, primarily awake
during the day and asleep at night, like bees,
songbirds, Morning Glories, you and your dog, or
nocturnal species, like moths, owls, the Evening
Primrose and your cat, all have those biological
rhythms, and have learned to live within this grand
design. Except maybe for the species most capable
of understanding this, us humans.
To the 'lesser' species, day and night have always
been normal; they have adapted to live and flourish
within the natural cycle. Humans appear to see it
differently; we see it as 'day' and 'lack of day'. We
have failed to understand darkness.
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Darkness plays as important a role in our survival as
does the light of the Sun.
Frustratingly unable to stop the planet's rotation, we
instead strive to fill the darkness with artificial
sunlight at a rate which outpaces the ability of life
forms on this planet to genetically adapt. As a
result, increasing numbers of species of insects,
fish, amphibians, reptiles and plants are becoming
threatened or going extinct as they cannot
reproduce rapidly enough to make up for losses, and
it's happening faster every year. Nocturnally
migrating birds, mistaking distant cities for sunrises,
are attracted to and collide with communication
towers and overly lit buildings, or become trapped
within beams of spotlights, blinded and forced to
circle endlessly until collapsing from exhaustion.
Unlike humans, most mammals are nocturnal,
probably to avoid us; probably because we do things
like subject rats to lab tests where we shorten their
nights by shining artificial lights into their cages,
resulting in higher incidences of tumours. Not
surprisingly, when the studies were extended to
humans, researchers found the same results.
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Diurnal species (including humans) feel safer in lit
areas while they are awake, but physiologically, we
still need a dark cycle. The hormone melatonin
helps our cells repair themselves but it is only
produced when we are sound asleep. Shift work
can lower its production. So can artificial light.
Studies increasingly show relationships between
lower melatonin production and the incidence of
some (mainly breast) cancers, immune system
dysfunction, type 2 diabetes, metabolic syndrome,
obesity and heart disease.
And we thought all we were doing was offing a few
moths and some sparrows.

Avocet
YFBTA member Morley Maier

Our farmyard is located close to a slough - really,
really close the last few years! While water can
be a worry we are learning to appreciate and
enjoy the bird watching opportunities it provides.
My wife, Paula, is a more committed birder than I
am and will make almost daily visits to a small
deck attached to the loft of our barn. This raised
slough-side perch is within
meters of the edge of the water. Sloughs are
noisy, busy places and so Paula always has
something to report.

Environmental impact studies estimate that
approximately one third of all lighting is wasted.
Personally, I would think that to be a bit
conservative. If you've ever flown at night and
looked down at the brightly lit cities going by,
consider that there is little reason you should see
them at all. A light shining upward is 100% waste.
In our rush to put light where we think we need it, we
also shine it where we don't need light. The inventor
of the flashlight got it right with a focused beam that
puts light exactly where you need it. Who thought it
was an improvement to design light fixtures that
shine in your eyes and everywhere else?
You can see examples of light pollution everywhere.
It is seldom deliberate; we just don't know any
better. Why does your porch light also illuminate the
side of your neighbour's house? Why does that
street lamp overshoot the street and shine in your
bedroom window? There is never a good reason for
bad lighting; it is always a bad choice.
Educate yourself in the issue of a healthier
environment through good lighting practises. Let's
work to separate the light from the darkness once
again.

Listed as Threatened
Environment Canada is developing Recovery
Strategies for three bird species at risk in Canada:
Common Nighthawk, Olive-sided Flycatcher and
Canada Warbler. The status of these species has
been determined under the Species at Risk Act.
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We were both very excited when she spotted a lone
Avocet sitting on a nest in the mudflat close to our
barn. We typically have a loose colony of about a
dozen Avocets in our slough. We know they are
nesting. We have seen and photographed the
chicks. We had never seen a nest and so this was
exciting. The first thing that struck us was the
location - a very light coloured bird against a bare
black background. The nest and the bird stuck out
like a sore thumb or in this case like an Avocet on a
mudflat. We wondered about predators. I know
from experience that Avocets will aggressively
defend their nests and especially their chicks.
A couple of years ago I found and photographed an
Avocet chick.
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The parents repeatedly swooped within inches of my
head all the while screeching what I interpreted to be
death threats as well as the “f” word. This is a large
bird (the books say about 45 cm. long with a wing
span of about 80 cm). They are intimidating (I know
what you are thinking - if I had been stabbed in the
eye by a long, black, upturned bill, I would have deserved it and I agree!). I still wonder about predators
- a fox, coyote or raven probably wouldn’t be bothered by a little swooping and yelling. The nest was
made with coarse grasses and contained 4 brownspotted, olive coloured eggs. I moved a couple of
round bales close to the nest. This makeshift blind
didn’t seem to bother the Avocets. They soon got
used to us peeking between the bales and paid little
attention to us.
Many of you will know videographer and outdoorsman, Raymond Lacusta. We invited him to see our
Avocets. Raymond is skilled and experienced and
soon had wonderful video of the Avocets at and
around the nest. We chuckled as we watched his
footage of the adult returning to the nest. Before
carefully inspecting and settling onto the nest he/she
(both adults incubate) would stand on the edge, stick
each leg out backwards and give it a sharp shake to
get rid of any mud that might be attached.
The eggs had still not hatched when Paula and I left
about mid-July for a week-long camping trip. We
arrived home the evening of the first day of this
summer’s big rain. Water level in our slough had
already risen.
The nest was surrounded by water. The adult was
now sitting on just one egg. It continued to rain and
the next morning (after checking our basement and
sump pumps!) I went to the Avocet nest. The nest
was now completely submerged - no sign of the egg
that had been there the evening before. We have
convinced ourselves that at least 3 of the 4 eggs
hatched successfully and that the chicks made their
way safely to higher ground.
Like most wetlands in our area, our slough is full and
ready for the return of the Avocets and the many
other birds who will again make it their home. We
are looking forward to their return.
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Golden-crowned Sparrow

Photo: YFBTA member Don Weidl

An Update on Sarah Belontz
YFBTA President Martin Phillips

Many of you will remember Sarah, our 2014
Summer Program Facilitator. You may be
wondering what she is currently doing.
Sarah is very busy completing a Bachelor of Arts
with a major in Environmental Studies at Wilfred
Laurier University. She had a paper due the week
after I spoke with her. Exams start in April. She will
earn her Bachelor of Arts degree this spring. She
plans to apply to grad school at Western University’s
Continuing Environmental Studies. This program
commences in September so her focus is "saving
money".
When I enquired as to what she does with her free
time, she responded "work work work". However,
she has joined a dance club. Sarah is writing dance
routines as well as performing, specializing in
contemporary, burlesque and hip hop. Sarah also
mentioned that she has been keeping a line open to
Saskatchewan as she is a pen pal to a youth
residing in Saltcoats.
Her summer plans include applying for a position
with Parks Canada. She has completed one round
of interviews. YFBTA wishes her the best of luck as

KEY Chevrolet Cadillac Buick GMC. Inc. Yorkton Canora
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Great Horned Owl Rehabilitation
Submitted by Joanne Neilson

Winters in Willowbrook, Sk. can be unforgiving and
brutal. For this Great Horned Owl, starved and
barely mobile, I felt a little human intervention was
needed.
March 02, 2013, from a stump at ground level, Mr.
Owl spent the morning passively watching me do
chores. This prompted a great photo op. At
sundown, with the owl facing a frigid night, Jace
Hansen and I caught Mr. Owl and brought him into
the house in a cardboard box. Now what? Crucial
to this rehabilitation was advice from Lil Anderson,
who runs Iggy’s Wildlife Rehabilitation in Kenora,
Ontario.

Flying a few feet above the snow and calling Mrs.
Owl finally joined Mr. Owl on the ground at the
slough. She actually called to him and met him.
Wow! They flew off together. Later that summer we
often heard two distinct Great Horned Owls calling
near our house.
Winter is harshest for these birds due to scarcity of
prey. Deep or crusted snow together with cold
temperatures are especially tough for them. It was
very satisfying to rehab a Great Horned Owl. I hope
that he is faring better this winter.

Adding warmth with hot water bottles wrapped in
towels, watering with a syringe from the side of the
beak, feeding warmed raw chicken breast on the
end of a knitting needle were highlights of my next
24 hours. Mr. Owl was soon drinking on his own
and in a week was starting to feed himself.
Contact was maintained with Sk. Ministry of
Environment during this rehab. Having some wild
bird handling experience, I was allowed to keep the
bird for a short period. Mr. Owl had a vet
assessment – he was intact, no broken parts but
was extremely underweight. The diet progressed:
4 no-skin, no-fat chicken breasts; 2 pork chops;
some stew meat; mice from my trap line; 2 lovely
rats purchased from PetValu and a couple of
donated Fox Squirrels. Mr. Owl thanked me by
hissing at me. This was a good sign. After about 2
weeks, Mr. Owl delivered his first pellet – almost a
good sign. Some evenings, Mr. Owl sent out a very
forlorn series of hoots.
Meantime, outside our home, across the slough, we
occasionally caught sight of and heard Mrs. Owl.
Mr. and Mrs. had discernibly different pitched calls.
On March 17, after the Magpies had gone to roost
and with Mrs. Owl visible on her perch across the
slough, we decided to release Mr. Owl. An
interesting event followed.
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Newsletters for you in 2015?
YFBTA sends Issue 1 to all of the 2014 members
who have provided us with contact information. If
you are choosing to NOT RENEW or if you have
FORGOTTEN to renew (or if we do not have contact information), this will be the last newsletter that
you will receive. Please consider supporting our
work by taking a 2015 membership. Together our
advocacy is stronger and our voices are louder.

Trophic Cascade
How wolves change rivers
Check this out: www.filmsfor action.org/watch/howwolves-change-rivers

This page is sponsored by Cherrydale Golf and Campground
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Warmth may put Bats in Hot Water
Submitted by Mark Brigham

No one needs reminding that Saskatchewan’s
weather is unpredictable but as I write this,
December 2014 has been particularly strange in
terms of temperature. We have seen record warm
days while the end of the month brought bitter cold.
These changes prompt phone calls from people
asking for help with a bat that has turned up in their
building.
Temperature changes, in either direction, seem to
prompt Big Brown Bats (Eptesicus fuscus) to arouse
from hibernation. Together with the Saskatchewan
Science Centre, we do what we can to rescue and
house the critters. Up to the end of December,
we’ve had about 15 calls about bats active in
buildings. So, we assess them for health and then
turn them over to the Science Centre who cares for
them through the winter with meal-worms and water.
We will plan a release party in the spring to let them
go.
Despite their name, Big Brown Bats are actually
small, weighing between 15 (in spring after
hibernation) and 25 (peak of pregnancy) grams over
the course of a year (3 Loonies weigh 21 g). Yet
they are still Canada’s 3rd largest species (the Hoary
Bat and the Pallid Bat are slightly bigger). Like all
bats in SK, they eat nothing but flying insects in the
summer and they eat a lot, up to their own weight in
a single night. In Saskatchewan, females often
congregate in attics over the summer to give birth to
and raise their pups (usually 1 per female). They
are the only species that we know of which
hibernates on the prairies.
Most of the bats we get called to rescue are young
of the year which suggests that they have chosen a
bad spot (how they choose is anyone’s guess) and
the change in temperature is likely a signal to them
about their bad decision. As an analogy, I think of
them like human teenagers that have made a
mistake, they have raced out of the high school
parking lot and now they don't know where to go.
When we retrieve them, they tend to be very thirsty
and very thin.
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They have burned their fat reserves and would
starve and or freeze quickly without our help.
The other common species in Saskatchewan is the
Little Brown Bat (Myotis lucifugus; 7 g) which uses
buildings in summer. We do not know where this
species goes to hibernate. Learning more about
these bats is important due to a disease moving
west called White Nose Syndrome (WNS) which is
caused by a fungus. The fungus was introduced
accidently to a cave near Albany, NY less than a
decade ago and has already moved through NS,
NB. and PEI. and into QC. and northern ON. It has
reached as far south and west as Missouri. It has
killed literally millions of bats. Two species which
live in Saskatchewan, the Little Brown and the
Northern Long-eared (M. septentrionalis) seem
particular sensitive, with over 95% who are
exposed dying. In fact, in December, the Federal
Government listed both as Endangered due to the
risk from WNS. The disease kills bats by making
bats arouse more often during hibernation which
burns up their fat reserves too quickly. The fungus
thrives in cold wet conditions which may be the
reason that Big brown Bats are somewhat less
susceptible, since they tend to hibernate in dryer
places.

YFBTA thanks the Painted Hand Casino Yorkton, Saskatchewan
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So far, there is no sign of WNS in Saskatchewan,
but it will likely arrive in the next several years. We
can hope that the drier conditions here will make life
more difficult for the fungus and our bats may do
better. I have my fingers crossed that I will be
rescuing bat teenagers when the temperature
changes for a long time to come.

Sharp-tailed Grouse in Decline
Katherine Conkin

The Sharp-tailed Grouse is an iconic resident of
Native prairies and a highly-prized species to
hunters and non-hunters alike.

This included an online tool for the public to report
upland game bird observations in 2013 and adding
upland game birds to the list of game species
monitored through the annual Hunter Harvest
Survey in 2014. Although the Hunter Harvest
Survey is currently only available to a subset of
randomly chosen hunters each year, the
Saskatchewan Upland Game Bird Survey is
available to anyone who is interested in
contributing. The survey asks observers to note the
specifics of each upland game bird observation,
including the species, number of individuals, time,
location, and in the case of Sharp-tailed Grouse
leks, specifics of the surrounding habitat. By
capitalizing on the observations of birders,
naturalists, hunters, landowners, recreationalists and
the interested public, the ministry can collect
extensive information from all corners of the
province during all seasons. This information will
allow the ministry to assess upland game birds
during all stages of their lifecycle and better inform
the management of these birds going forward.
The ministry encourages all members of the
Yellowhead Flyways Birding Trail Association to visit
www.environment.gov.sk.ca/gamebirdsurvey and
become involved! For more information about the
Ministry of Environment’s programs and services,
visit www.environment.gov.sk.ca.

Photo: Saskatchewan Ministry of Environment

Despite being well-adapted to northern climates,
grouse often experience dramatic shifts in their
population in response to extreme environmental
conditions. Adverse climatic conditions, particularly
in the spring breeding season, can cause
populations to decline rapidly; when more favourable
conditions are experienced, high reproduction can
allow populations to rebound in a similar fashion.
In recent years, Saskatchewan has experienced
several severe winters and spring seasons with
below average temperatures and above average
precipitation in short succession. Such adverse
environmental conditions resulted in significant
declines of sharp-tailed grouse populations
province-wide. In response to these declines, the
Ministry of Environment reduced the allowable
harvest and began reinstating surveys to monitor
population trends and harvest.
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Will you consider helping?
Interested in:

Contact Rob Wilson
Writing?
Editing?
Formatting?
Seeking contributors?
If you have internet access, you can, if you wish,
receive email messages from YFBTA. You can also
receive an electronic copy of the 2014 newsletters
upon request.
Internet communication with members is not without
glitches. Unless contacted we have no way of
knowing if you are receiving electronic items. If you
want the emails and you suspect that you are not
receiving them, please contact YFBTA (see bottom
of page 8).
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Young Readers’ Corner
Meet Gloria
Submitted by Kaydence Clay

I had the opportunity to interview Rob Wilson about
Gloria, his salamander. We talked about animal
conservation and about the differences between
amphibians and reptiles.
Tiger Salamander

Mr.Wilson says that we are fortunate to have
salamanders in Anderson Lake because the
salamanders attract birds like pelicans, cormorants,
loons, Blue Herons, and grebes, and other animals
like minks, snakes, and weasels. A fun fact about
Gloria is that she is a Tiger Salamander. Now I am
going to tell you how Mr. Wilson has helped other
animals. Mr. Wilson has rescued or helped different
animals like hawks, and birds that have flown into
people's windows. He also scares snakes off the
road so people don’t hit them. Now I am going to tell
you some differences between amphibians and
reptiles. Amphibians-like frogs and salamandershave smooth skin. They breathe with the help of
lungs (when they are adults) but they also breathe
through their skin (their skin must stay moist or
damp to be able to breathe). They also have to be in
a damp place. Reptiles - like snakes and lizards are covered with scales. They do not breathe
through their skin. Also, reptiles can be in a dry
place. Since Mr. Wilson helps animals, maybe you
should too. Next time you see a hurt animal or an
animal that could be in danger, you could help it!

Shrike Strike?
YFBTA members Jack and Jeanette Dawes
Photo: Daneen Kelly

He calls his salamander Gloria because Miss
Rathgeber’s first name is Gloria. Miss Rathgeber is
the woman who found the salamander. She found
the salamander,Gloria, when she was cleaning the
curling rink. Mr. Wilson has had Gloria since
November 19 because Miss Rathgeber asked Mr.
Wilson if he wanted to rescue Gloria. The reason
why Mr. Wilson rescued Gloria is because Gloria,
the salamander, was dying of dehydration and
starvation. Mr. Wilson said that Gloria eats aquatic
insects, minnows, worms and some sliced up meat.
Mr. Wilson keeps Gloria in her aquarium with flat
rocks in his office. Gloria has flat rocks so she can
dry off. Mr. Wilson is going to release Gloria into
Anderson Lake in April or May when it is warm.

THANK YOU MORLEY MAIER
for donation of fat. It has been cut into “feeder-size”
chunks and it is being fed to birds at Good Spirit
Park by Canora Cross Country Ski Club members.
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An unusual visitor surprised himself January 30th
when he flew into the winter-enclosure deck at the
Dawes residence on Crescent Lake Road in
Saltcoats, Saskatchewan.
Was it a shrike? Possibly just a little bigger/sleeker
than a robin? We are told these meat-eating hunters
will prey on smaller birds and we later wondered if
perhaps this guy was tracking a lunch-sized
sparrow. Judging from the description in “the book”
authored by Roger T. Peterson “A Field Guide to
Western Birds” (2nd edition pg 191) and after
consulting with neighbours and birders, we
concluded it was likely a Northern Shrike.
It was a 3 to 4 minute burst of activity as the bird, of
course, flew against the plastic enclosure – unaware
of the large roof peak opening a few feet above.
Jeanette eventually tried the “Hansel and Gretel
Manoeuvre” dropping Cheerios across the deck
board to the door way. - these ignored by Mr.
Shrike... Shrike, who (thankfully) finally fluttered his
way under the flap to complete his escape.
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This bird had brownish head and a sort of collar over
his upper back, tell-tale black mask described by
Peterson, and Jeanette identified the hooked bill.
Body feathers black with apparent white
under-down? Handsome guy we thought!

YFBTA is hosting Nature Saskatchewan’s
Spring Meet June 19, 20, 21 in Saltcoats
Check the website www.yfbta.com
for details

We regret That in the rescue attempt no pictures
were taken. We were advised that these birds are
known to have weak grasping ability and may use
something like barbed wire or other sharp protrusion
to impale their prey in readiness for meal time. We’d
love to get another look at him!

Bill Waiser: Keynote Speaker June 20
Bill, a noted historian, will focus on expectations in
1905 when Saskatchewan entered
Confederation and the reality of the province today.
Gray Partridge

Peterson notes, “In general, winter shrikes are
Northerns” ( as opposed to the Loggerhead Shrike).
Editors’ Note; To see photos of both Northern and
Loggerhead Shrikes go to our website, yfbta.com,
click on the newsletters tab and open the March
2010 Issue 1 tab. Photo credit: Nick Saunders

Loss of a YFBTA Member
We are saddened to learn of the passing this
January of well-known birder and friend
John Senkiw of Foam Lake.
Photo: YFBTA member Martin Phillips

The Sunday Dessert Theatre Committee wishes to
thank everyone who made the wonderful cakes.
Thank you to the great folks who gave up a
Sunday to help with kitchen prep, serving and cleanup. Once again there were very positive comments
from the guests attending the play. Good job, everyone!
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Website: yfbta.com
Are you interested?
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